The Dakota people use the term *wita* (island) to refer to North America.

The term Turtle Island has become a way for the people across Indigenous cultures to refer to North America.

Leonard Crow Dog at Grass Mountain (Rosebud Indian Reservation, 1974) describes the origins of Turtle Island this way:

*There was a world before this world, but the people in it did not know how to behave themselves or how to act human. The creating power was not pleased with that earlier world. He said to himself: "I will make a new world." He had the pipe bag and the chief pipe, which he put on the pipe rack that he had made in the sacred manner. He took four dry buffalo chips, placed three of them under the three sticks, and saved the fourth one to light the pipe. The Creating Power said to himself: "I will sing three songs, which will bring a heavy rain. Then I'll sing a fourth song and stamp four times on the earth, and the earth will crack wide open. Water will come out of the cracks and cover all the land."

When he sang the first song, it started to rain. When he sang the second, it poured. When he sang the third, the rain-swollen rivers overflowed their beds. But when he sang the fourth song and stamped on the earth, it split open in many places like a shattered gourd, and water flowed from the cracks until it covered everything. The Creating Power floated on the sacred pipe and on his huge pipe bag. He let himself be carried by waves and wind this way and that, drifting for a long time.

At last the rain stopped, and by then all the people and animals had drowned. Only Kangi, the crow, survived, though it had no place to rest and was very tired. Flying above the pipe, "Tunkshila, Grandfather, I must soon rest." And three times the crow asked him to make a place for it to light.

The Creating Power thought: "It's time to unwrap the pipe and open the pipe bag."
The wrapping and the pipe bag contained all manner of animals and birds, from which he selected four animals known for their ability to stay under water for a long time. First he sang a song and took the loon out of the bag. He commanded the loon to dive and bring up a lump of mud. The loon did dive, but it brought up nothing.

"I dived and dived but couldn't reach the bottom," the loon said. "I almost died. The water is too deep."

The Creating Power sang a second song and took the otter out of the bag. He ordered the otter to dive and bring up some mud. The sleek otter at once dived into the water, using its strong webbed feet to go down, down, down. It was submerged for a long time, but when it finally came to the surface, it brought nothing.

Taking the beaver out of the pipe's wrapping, the Creating Power sang a third song. He commanded the beaver to go deep below the water and bring some mud. The beaver thrust itself into the water, using its great tail to propel itself downward. It stayed under water longer than the others, but when it finally came up again, it too brought nothing.

At last the Creating Power sang the fourth song and took the turtle out of the bag. The turtle is very strong. Among our people it stands for long life and endurance and the power to survive. A turtle heart is great medicine, for it keeps on beating a long time after the turtle is dead.

"You must bring the mud," the Creating Power told the turtle. It dove into the water and stayed below so long that the other three animals shouted: "The turtle is dead; it will never come up again!"

All the time, the crow was flying around and begging for a place to light. After what seemed to be eons, the turtle broke the surface of the water and paddled to the Creating Power. "I got to the bottom!" the turtle cried. "I brought some earth!" And sure enough, its feet and claws -- even the space in the cracks on its sides between its upper and lower shell -- were filled with mud.

Scooping mud from the turtle's feet and sides, the Creating Power began to sing. He sang all the while that he shaped the mud in his hands and spread it on the water to make a spot of dry land for himself. When he had sung the fourth song, there was enough land for the Creating Power and for the crow.

"Come down and rest," said the Creating Power to the crow, and the bird was glad to. Then the Creating Power took from his bag two long wing feathers of the eagle. He waved them over his plot of ground and commanded it to spread until it covered everything. Soon all the water was replaced by earth.

"Water without earth is not good," thought the Creating Power, "but land without water is not good either." Feeling pity for the land, he wept for the earth and the creatures he would put upon it, and his tears became oceans, streams, and lakes. "That's better," he thought.

Out of his pipe bag the Creating Power took all kinds of animals, birds, plants and scattered them over the land. When he stamped on the earth, they all came alive. From the earth the Creating Power formed the shapes of men and women. He used red earth and white earth, black earth and yellow earth, and made as many as he thought would
do for a start. He stamped on the earth and the shapes came alive, each taking the color of the earth out of which it was made. The Creating Power gave all of them understanding and speech and told them what tribes they belonged to. The Creating Power said to them:

"The first world I made was bad; the creatures on it were bad. So I burned it up. The second world I made was bad too, so I drowned it. This is the third world I have made. Look: I have created a rainbow for you as a sign that there will be no more Great Flood. Whenever you see a rainbow, you will know that it has stopped raining."

The Creating Power continued: "Now, if you have learned how to behave like human beings and how to live in peace with each other and with the other living things -- the two-legged, the four-legged, the many-legged, the fliers, the no-legs, the green plants of this universe -- then all will be well. But if you make this world bad and ugly, then I will destroy this world too. It's up to you."

The Creating Power gave the people the pipe. "Live by it," he said. He named this land the Turtle Continent because it was there that the turtle came up with the mud out of which the third world was made.

"Someday there might be a fourth world," the Creating Power thought. Then he rested.

* Told by Leonard Crow Dog at Grass Mountain, Rosebud Indian Reservation, 1974

Information adapted from:

American Indian Myths and Legends, ed. Richard Erdoes and Alfonso Ortiz.

“Since time immemorial, Native Nations governed all of what is now known as North America, or Turtle Island. Turtle Island was the home of various culturally diverse indigenous nations.”


"When we draw lines between provinces and between territories, we have to acknowledge that those lines are being drawn over other ways of seeing this landmass that we call Turtle Island," http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/turtle-island-map-1.4033722
We make connections when we use what we already know, to help us understand what we are looking at.

Let’s think about our connections to the following photographs.
What do you see?
How does it make you feel?
Why?
What do you see?
How does it make you feel?
Why?
What do you see?
How does it make you feel?
Why?
What do you see?
How does it make you feel?
Why?
What do you see?
How does it make you feel?
Why?
What do you see?
How does it make you feel?
Why?
It is important to remember that we don’t all see things in the same way. We need to remember that what we have learned in our lives is not always the same as other people
Different Ways to View North America

Just as we see everyday things differently, the surface of the earth can be represented in many ways.

Not all cultures represent the earth in the same way.
The Dakota People represent North America like this:
An atlas represents North America like this:
How we see North America depends on our learning. Do we see invisible lines or the stories of our people?
Let’s Explore!
When we draw lines between provinces and between territories, we have to acknowledge that those lines are being drawn over other ways of seeing this landmass that we call Turtle Island

Ry Moran president of the Centre for Truth and Reconciliation
Remaking the World

There was a world before this world, but the people in it did not know how to behave themselves or how to act human. The creating power was not pleased with that earlier world. He said to himself: "I will make a new world." He had the pipe bag and the chief pipe, which he put on the pipe rack that he had made in the sacred manner. He took four dry buffalo chips, placed three of them under the three sticks, and saved the fourth one to light the pipe. The Creating Power said to himself: "I will sing three songs, which will bring a heavy rain. Then I'll sing a fourth song and stamp four times on the earth, and the earth will crack wide open. Water will come out of the cracks and cover all the land."
When he sang the first song, it started to rain. When he sang the second, it poured. When he sang the third, the rain-swollen rivers overflowed their beds. But when he sang the fourth song and stamped on the earth, it split open in many places like a shattered gourd, and water flowed from the cracks until it covered everything. The Creating Power floated on the sacred pipe and on his huge pipe bag. He let himself be carried by waves and wind this way and that, drifting for a long time.
At last the rain stopped, and by then all the people and animals had drowned. Only Kangi, the crow, survived, though it had no place to rest and was very tired. Flying above the pipe, "Tunkshila, Grandfather, I must soon rest." And three times the crow asked him to make a place for it to light. The Creating Power thought: "It's time to unwrap the pipe and open the pipe bag. "The wrapping and the pipe bag contained all manner of animals and birds, from which he selected four animals known for their ability to stay under water for a long time. First he sang a song and took the loon out of the bag. He commanded the loon to dive and bring up a lump of mud. The loon did dive, but it brought up nothing. "I dived and dived but couldn't reach the bottom," the loon said. "I almost died. The water is too deep."
The Creating Power sang a second song and took the otter out of the bag. He ordered the otter to dive and bring up some mud. The sleek otter at once dived into the water, using its strong webbed feet to go down, down, down. It was submerged for a long time, but when it finally came to the surface, it brought nothing.

https://pixabay.com/en/photos/?hp=&image_type=photo&cat=&min_width=&min_height=&q=otter&order=popular
Taking the beaver out of the pipe's wrapping, the Creating Power sang a third song. He commanded the beaver to go deep below the water and bring some mud. The beaver thrust itself into the water, using its great tail to propel itself downward. It stayed under water longer than the others, but when it finally came up again, it too brought nothing.
At last the Creating Power sang the fourth song and took the turtle out of the bag. The turtle is very strong. Among our people it stands for long life and endurance and the power to survive. A turtle heart is great medicine, for it keeps on beating a long time after the turtle is dead. You must bring the mud," the Creating Power told the turtle. It dove into the water and stayed below so long that the other three animals shouted: "The turtle is dead; it will never come up again! “ All the time, the crow was flying around and begging for a place to light. After what seemed to be eons, the turtle broke the surface of the water and paddled to the Creating Power. "I got to the bottom!" the turtle cried. "I brought some earth!" And sure enough, its feet and claws -- even the space in the cracks on its sides between its upper and lower shell -- were filled with mud.
Scooping mud from the turtle's feet and sides, the Creating Power began to sing. He sang all the while that he shaped the mud in his hands and spread it on the water to make a spot of dry land for himself. When he had sung the fourth song, there was enough land for the Creating Power and for the crow. "Come down and rest," said the Creating Power to the crow, and the bird was glad to. Then the Creating Power took from his bag two long wing feathers of the eagle. He waved them over his plot of ground and commanded it to spread until it covered everything. Soon all the water was replaced by earth.

"Water without earth is not good," thought the Creating Power, "but land without water is not good either." Feeling pity for the land, he wept for the earth and the creatures he would put upon it, and his tears became oceans, streams, and lakes. "That's better," he thought. Out of his pipe bag the Creating Power took all kinds of animals, birds, plants and scattered them over the land. When he stamped on the earth, they all came alive. From the earth the Creating Power formed the shapes of men and women. He used red earth and white earth, black earth and yellow earth, and made as many as he thought would do for a start. He stamped on the earth and the shapes came alive, each taking the color of the earth out of which it was made. The Creating Power gave all of them understanding and speech and told them what tribes they belonged to. The Creating Power said to them:
"The first world I made was bad; the creatures on it were bad. So I burned it up. The second world I made was bad too, so I drowned it. This is the third world I have made. Look: I have created a rainbow for you as a sign that there will be no more Great Flood. Whenever you see a rainbow, you will know that it has stopped raining." The Creating Power continued: "Now, if you have learned how to behave like human beings and how to live in peace with each other and with the other living things -- the two-legged, the four-legged, the many-legged, the fliers, the no-legs, the green plants of this universe -- then all will be well. But if you make this world bad and ugly, then I will destroy this world too. It's up to you." The Creating Power gave the people the pipe. "Live by it," he said. He named this land the Turtle Continent because it was there that the turtle came up with the mud out of which the third world was made. "Someday there might be a fourth world," the Creating Power thought. Then he rested.

* Told by Leonard Crow Dog at Grass Mountain, Rosebud Indian Reservation, 1974
Look at the wall in the entryway of our school - what can you tell others about Turtle Island?
Sources:
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GRADE: 3  
SUBJECT: TURTLE ISLAND

BIG IDEA:  
Students will understand that there are other ways of viewing and representing the land we now call North America.

ESSENTIAL QUESTION:  
Why did the First Nation People call North America Turtle Island?

OVERVIEW:  
Students will understand that not every world view of North America relies on political boundaries. This lesson focuses on the traditional story of how Turtle Island came to be and allows students to draw comparisons between maps.

TIME DURATION:  
One lesson
- extension could take several lessons

MATERIALS REQUIRED:  
- Turtle Island Information Card
- Turtle Island PowerPoint
- Representation of North America
- Representation of Turtle Island as depicted on the wall

STAGE 1: SASKATCHEWAN CURRICULUM OUTCOME

This lesson would follow a lesson on the Dr 3.1, d

Once teachers have taught the lessons on various model representations of the earth it is important to return to the idea. Not all people see the land as a series of borders, countries and regions.

This lesson can also lead to conversations about the lifestyle changes of First Nations, prior to and after placement on reserves, and the worldviews associated with ownership of the land and consider the impact those views have on a person’s relationship to the land.
DAKOTA RELATIONSHIPS LESSON - CANADA 150 GRANT

STAGE 2: ASSESSMENT

OPTIONS:

- Compare and contrast the two maps asking students to look for similarities and differences between the Turtle Island map and the atlas map.
- Ask students to write a short explanation on why the First Nation called it Turtle Island.
- Or what the changes in their lives did to their view of Turtle Island.

STAGE 3: PROCEDURES

MOTIVATIONAL SET:

VIEW VIDEO

Draw what you think North America looks like.

MAIN PROCEDURES/STRATEGIES:

Share the **Turtle Island PowerPoint** with the students. Introduce concept with the familiar items found at the beginning of the PowerPoint first.

Lead a discussion as to why it is important for Turtle Island to be recognized.

(It depicts where the Dakota lived prior to contact, allows students to infer what the loss of the buffalo and the rules of the government did to the Dakota lives).

CLOSING:

Draw and colour a map of Turtle Island indicating where the Dakota people and other plains First Nation lived.

POSSIBLE ADAPTATIONS, DIFFERENTIATIONS OR EXTENSIONS

Extensions:

- Compare and contrast the two maps asking students to look for similarities and differences between the Turtle Island map and the Atlas map.

- Have students discuss other ways of depicting where something is without it being a traditional map. In small groups, create a non-traditional map of the school area.

- Write letters to grade 3 students at Charles Red Hawk School explaining their learning - become Penpals and have a Skype Visit.

LESSONS CREATED BY:
LEZLIE GOUDIE-CLOUTIER & MICHELLE PANTEL IN CONSULTATION WITH THE WHITECAP DAKOTA ELDERS

LESSON TEMPLATE ADAPTED FROM UNDERSTANDING BY DESIGN
(MCITIGHE AND WIGGINS 1998)